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SUB-SEA PERMAFROST REGIME AT PRUDHOE BAY, 
ALASKA, U.S.A. 

By T. E. OSTERKAMP~' and W. D . H ARRISON 

(Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska 99701, U.S.A. ) 

ABSTRACT. A sub-sea p er:rn frost drilling p rogram was con d ucted near Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. Sub-sea 
permafro>t wa, found at a ll offshore drill site; a nd was cha racterized as being ice b :mded or unbonded . 
The unb ) nded sub-sea p erm ot frm t occurred in a thin layer a t th e sea bed ; the near-shore thickness o f this 
layer appean to be controll e:l by the bath ym etry. The m ea n annual sea-bed temperatures were a b out 
- 3.4°C a t 203 m off3h ore, - Ll oe at 481 m offlhore a nd - 0.7°C at 3370 m offlhore. The thermal 
diffusivity was ab:> ut 21 m' a - I for un bonded sandy gravel with silt. The sub-sea permafrmt soils were sandy 
gravel with some silt ove rlain by a thin layer of silty sand whi ch increased in thickneiS from a few m eters 
near sh ore to about 14 m at 3370 m offshore. A feN small ice leme, were found in a hole 195 m off.;h ore 
but no m a53ive ice was ob ;er ve:l. Pore-water salt concentrations at the sea bed were 3- 4 times that of normal 
sea-water where ice was frozen t:> the sea bed and 1- 2 times tha t o f normal sea-wa ter otherwise. Prel imina ry 
laboratory experiments showed that the sa turated hyd raulic conducti vity of the unb::>I1ded sub-sea perma fros t 
was about IO- L IO- 7 m S- I. The permeability of the subterran ean permafrost was zero. 

REsuME. Regilm de /J ermljrost sous-marin cl Prudlm Bay, Alaska, U.S.A. Un progra mme de forage dans le 
permafrost sous-m arin a ete execute pri!, d e Prudhoe B~y en Alaska. Des permafrosts sous-marin o n t e te 
trouve a tous les sites d e forages au large et on les caracterisa it cOll1me eta nt Ii a isonn es o u non liaisonn es par d e 
la glace. Le permafrost sous-marin non lia isonn e se produisait en une mince couche a u niveau du fond d e la 
m er ; l' epaisseur, pres d es co tes, de cc niveau semble controle par la ba thymetrie. Les temperatures moy e nnes 
a nnuelles du fond d e la mer eta ient d 'environ - 3,4°e a 203 m du rivage, - 1, 1 °C a 481 m du rivage et 
- 0,7°C a 370 m vers le large. La diffusivite thermique etait d 'en viron 21 m' a- I pour un gravier sablonneux 
non lia isonne avec du limon. Les sols de permafrost sous-mar in etaient en gravier sab lo nneux avec un peu de 
limon surmonte par un m ince niveau de sable limoneux qui croit en epaisseur depuis quelques metres pres d e 
la cote jusq u'a environ 14 m a 3370 m au la rge. Que!ques pe t ites lentilles de glace o nt e te trouvees d a ns un 
forage d e 195 m de la cote, ma is on n'a pas trouve de glace e n quantite massive sous la mer. Les concentra 
t ions e n se! des pores d a ns le fond de la mer e ta ient 3 ou 4 fois p lus e levees que cel les d e l'eau de mer norma le 
ou la glace e tait fixee sur le fond de la m er e t une a deux fo is celle de l'eau de m er normale a illeurs. Des 
experiences pn!limina ires de laboratoire ont montre que la conductivite hydraulique sa turee du perma frost 
sous-marin non lia ison ne e tait d 'environ 10- 6 a 10- 7 m S- I. La permeabili te du per m afrost souterra in etait 
null e. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. H allshalt des Permaj'rostes am Meeresboden der Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, U.S.A. N a he d e l' 
Prudhoe Bay in Alaska wurde ein Bohrprogramm fur untersee isehen Permafrost du rchgefuhrt. U ntersce ischer 

Permafrost wurcle an a lie n Bohrstellen vor d er KOste gefund en ; er li ess sich als gebundcn oder nicht gebunden 
a n Eis charakterisieren. D er ungebundene Permafrost unter \"'asser trat als dOnne Schicht am Meeresboden 
auf; die Dicke dieser Schicht nahe d er Kuste scheint von d e r Tiefenlage a bzuha ngen. Die mittleren 
J a hrestempera turen des M eeresbodens be trugen etwa - 3.4 °C bci 203 m Kuste nabstand, - I , I °C bei 
481 m KOstenabstand und - 0,7oe bei 3 370 m Kustenabstand . Die thermische Diffusion war fOr ungebun
denen sandigcn Kies m it Schlamm ctwa 2 1 m ' pro Jahr. Die P er mafrostboden unter Wasscr bes ta nde n a us 
sandigem Ki es mit einigem Schlamm, llberlagert von einer clunnen Schicht schl a mmigen Sandes, d eren 
Dieke von wenigen M etern in KOstennahe a uf etwa 14 m in 3370 m Kustena bstand zunahm. In einem 
Loch bei 195 m Ktistenabstand wurden einige kleine Eislinsen gefunden, doch fand sich weiter dra ussen 
kein zusammcnhangend es Eis. Die Salzkonzentration im Po renwasser am M eeresgrund war 3- bis 4-mal 
grosser a ls sonst in normalem Meerwasser. Vorlaufige Laborversuche ergaben, dass die gesa ttigte 
hydra ulische Lcitfahigkeit d es ungebundenen unterseeischen P ermafrostes ungefa hr 10- 6 bis 10- 7 m S- 1 
betragt. Die Durchlass igkeit des unterirdisehen Permafrostes war Null. 

I NTROD UCTION 

Past sea-level history (Muller-Beck, 1966) indicates that the continental shelf a long the 
northern coast of Alaska was exposed to cold air temperatures which caused permafrost to 
form. Subsequent increases in sea-level until 3 000- 4 000 years ago, have resul ted in a state 
of ocean transgression on land. Coastal erosion has continued since then along the flat 
northern coas t of Alaska by thermal, chemical, and mech anical processes, at a typical ra te of 
1- 2 m a - I (Alexander and others, 1975) ' 1 ear Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, n either the permafrost 

* At present on leave at the U.S. Army Cold R egions Research and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New 
H ampshire 03755, U.S.A. 
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covered by the ocean during the coastal erosion process nor that covered by sea-level changes 
has had sufficient time to respond to the new thermal and salt boundary conditions at the sea 
bed. In addition, the sea-bed temperature appears to be negative (Lewellen, 1973). There
fore, it is probable that substantial areas of sub-sea permafrost exist on the continental shelf, 
particularly near shore. 

The state of the sub-sea soils on Alaska's continental shelves has an industrial importance 
due to the large oil and gas deposits that are thought to exist there. The rational development 
of these deposits requires a thorough understanding of soil conditions, particularly in the 
Arctic, where sub-sea permafrost may present additional difficulti es to engineers concerned 
with offshore foundations, drilling, trenching, and production and transportation of hot oil. 

This paper is a summary of the results of a drilling program d esigned to investigate sub-sea 
p ermafrost conditions, carried out between 30 April and 18 May 1975, at a site near the 
north-west corner of Prudhoe Bay, Alaska (Fig. I ) . A brief summary is given of some of the 
drilling and sampling procedures, penetration measurements, soil analyses, p ermeability 
measurements, pore-water salinity measurements, and temperature measurements and 
analysis. More information is available in a report by Osterkamp and Harrison ( I ~176 ) ; some 
implications for resource development have been given by Osterkamp and Harrison (in press). 
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Fig. I. Map showing the location of the drilling line on the north-west comer of PrudllOe Bay. 

DRILLING AND SAMPLING 

Drilling was carried out from the 2 m thick fast sea ice with a drill rig mounted on a 
tracked vehicle . A summary of drilling and sampling methods and other information is given 
in Table 1. The hole number is the distance from the beach in meters along a line bearing 
N. 32'5° E. from the North Prudhoe Bay State No. I well (Fig. I). Negative numbers apply 
to holes on land. A field designation number was assigned to the holes by the order in which 
they were drilled. All hole and sample depths were measured from the sea-ice surface. The 
drilling time does not include down time. 
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF OIULLl NG AN D SAMPLING INFORMATION 

H ole Field D rilling Sampling H ole Drilling Ice 
/lumber designation method method depth time thickness Notes 

m h m 

- 226 5 Standard a uger Drive 12.2 5 
- 225 Hollow-stem a uger Drive 2·9 3 

- 69 14 Standard a uger 12.2 3 
0 2 Hollow-stem a uger Drive 3·5 2 

190 4 R otary wash Drive 55.8 20 1.1 I ce frozen to bottom 
boring 

195 3 H ollow-stem Drive 9·9 6 1.1 I ce frozen to bottom 
auger 

196 9 Penetra tion test H 0 ·5 1.1 T ce frozen to bottom 
203 3A Hollow-stem a uger Drive 22-4 10 1.1 I ce frozen to bottom 
334 10 Penetration test 3.0 1.6 I ce frozen to bottom 
403 11 Penetra tion tes t +7 I 1.6 1 ce fi'ozen to bottom 
481 13 Rota ry wash Shelby tu be 28·4 18 I./l < o . I m wa tcr under ice 

boring a nd dri ve 
486 12 Penetra tion tes t 21.4 1.5 1.8 < 0 .1 III water unde r ice 
493 8 Penetration test 16.8 1.8 < 0 .1 III water under ice 
964 7 Penetrat ion test 16.8 1.8 0.2 m waleI' under ice 

3370 6 R otary wash Shelby tube 45 ·7 30 2.0 0.8 m water under ice 
boring a nd dr ive 

P ENETRATION TESTS 

Some d efinitions need to be discussed before the data are interpreted . The entire study 
area, except possibly for a thin active layer in very shallow water which is warmed in summer, 
qualifies as p ermafrost by the usual defini tion: ground material con tinuously below ooe 
(Muller, 1947) . This defini tion is not so useful in a salty environment, a nd the terms ice
" bonded " and "unbonded " permafrost have been used to indicate wheth er or not the soil 
particles a re bonded by ice in a sub-zero environment. The u sage is cons istent with a driller 's 
observation as to whether luateri al is " frozen" or " thawed". Although most sub-sea perma
frost was form ed on land, and subsequently thawed downward from the sea b ed aft er ocean 
transgression, the usage of the terms "frozen" a nd "thawed " is somewhat loose in that a briny 
soil may exist in an intermediate state in which comparable amounts of icc and brine a re 
present. Also, it may be possible for sueh a soil to be unbonded even if som e ice is present. 
Nevertheless, a fairly well-d efined boundary between bonded and unbonded condi tions seemed 
to exist in the study area, although this is probably not always the case. It a lso seems likely 
that an unbonded layer beneath the sea bed at hole 481 and seaward is compl etely thawed , 
exeept p ossibly very near the unbonded- bonded boundary which underlies it. 

A series of penetration tes ts was performed in an attempt to locate the unbonded- bonded 
permafrost boundary by driving the drill rod into the sea bottom. The position of the un
bonded- b onded permafrost boundary was taken as the d epth where the blow coun t (the 
number of blows required to drive the rod 0.30 m) increased substantially. These data are 
summarized in Figure 2. 

In hole 486, the boundary was found at 21.3 m. The boundary in hole 48 1, a drill ed hole, 
was at 21 . I m according to the driller. I t m ay a lso be seen a s a sharp break in th e temperature 
gradient (see Fig. 5) at about the same depth. No bonded sub-sea permafros t was encountered 
in hole 3 370 to the depth of 46 m (from the iee surface) that was dri ll ed, but temperature data 
indicate that the boundary is probably not much deeper than 50 m (Osterkamp a nd Harrison, 
1976). 

Figure 2 shows that a bench ex ists in the sea bed ou t to about 280 m offsh ore over which 
the water d epth is nearly constant at about I m. This b ench appears to b e a n erosional 
feature simila r to that observed by Lewellen (1973) in E lson Lagoon. Figure 2 also shows 
that the d epth to the bonded sub-sea permafrost increases rapidly between 400 and 500 m 
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Fig. 2. Profile of the near-shore sub-sea permafrost regime. Sub-sea soils to the right and above the dashed line are unbonded 
and soils to the left of it are ice-bonded. 

offshore. This sugges ts that, given the maximum sea-ice thickness (2 m at Prudhoe Bay), the 
bathymetry is a controlling factor which determines whether or not bonded sub-sea permafrost 
will be found near the sea bed . In water depths greater than 2 m, where the ice does not 
normally freeze to the sea bed , the bonded sub-sea permafrost might be exp ected to be well 
below the sea bed. 

SOIL-SAMPLE ANALYSES 

The soil-sample analyses included grada tion , hydrometer, Atterberg-limits, specific
gravity, density, consolidation, moisture-content, and tri-axial compression tests by standard 
methods. The results have been given by O sterkamp and Harrison (1976). 

Generally, the sea bed was sandy gravel or gravelly sand with some silt overlain by a thin 
layer of silt or sandy silt which increased in thickness seaward from a few m eters near shore to 
about 14 m at hole 3 370. Quartz was the dominant mineral present. 

In addition to the standard moisture tests by drying, the moisture contents of some of the 
Shelby tube samples from holes 481 and 3370 were calculated on a volume basis, together 
with the r elative saturation, from the bulk densities . The results are shown in Table II . 
Most of these Shelby tube soil samples and most of the drive samples were saturated as shown 

TABLE IT. MOIST URE CONTENTS AND RELATIVE SATURATIO NS FO R 

SOME SHELBY T UBE SAMPLES 

H ole Sample D epth of Relative 
number number sample Moisture content saturation 

m % by volume % 
481 13Sa05·8 1.77 38 .0 III 

481 13Soo8 2·44 36.7 90.8 
3370 6So09·3 2.83 36 .8 91.2 
3370 6S012 3.66 42.8 103 
3370 6So17 5. 18 35·9 101 
3370 6S027 8.23 2 1.7 75.6 

The sample number gives the field-des ignated hole number 
(Table I ), a letter " S" if the sample was obtained in a Shelby tube 
and the depth in feet to the top of the sample. 
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by visual observations of supernatant water in the sample jars, although it seems quite 
possible that some water may have been forced from the samples during the sampling pro
cedure. 

The saturated hydraulic conductivity of a thawed Shelby tube sample obtained from the 
6.7 m depth from hole 3 370 was measured with the Shelby tube in a cold box at a temperature 
varying between _2° and o°C . Sea-water was passed through the sample, which was mounted 
in a vertical position, under a constant h ead, and Darcy's law was used to calculate the 
saturated hydraulic conductivity. The result was 1.8 X 10- 7 m S- I for the first run, and 
6.9 X 10- 7 m S- I for the second, giving an average of 4 X 10- 7 m S- I. This soil sample consisted 
of 22 % gravel, 20 % sand , 49 % silt and a minor amount « 10%) of clay. 

Hole - 69 was a o. I 7 m diameter hole drilled on land to a d epth of 12.2 m for the purpose 
of measuring the in situ permeability of the ice-bonded subterranean permafrost to a non
freezing fluid. After the hole was filled with fluid , the fluid level remained constant. It was 
concluded that the permeability of the bonded subterranean p ermafrost at this site was 
essentially zero. 

SALT-CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS 

The salt con centration of the pore water in the soil samples was studied by three methods: 
measurement of the electrical conductivity of the supernatant water, determination of the CI
content of the samples with sufficient supernatant water for conductivity m easurement, and 
major ion analysis of three soil samples. 

All of these measurements made on the soil samples obtained by drive sampling are 
questionable because of the possibilities of sample contamination and an evap orative loss of 
water from som e of the sample jars. The form er problem is potentially more serious. All of 
the unbonded and some of the bonded drive samples were taken when the h oles were filled 
with sea-water brine or with drilling mud made from sea-water brine. (The mud was used 
to minimize pore-water contamination.) Since a split-tube drive sampler was u sed, it was 
possible for the brine or mud to enter the sampling tube and contaminate the sample. This 
problem was partially alleviated by using cylindrical sample liners, and by carefu lly scraping 
the dri ll ing mud from the soil sample when the sampler was opened. However, the possibility 
of some contamination still exists. More details have been given by Osterkamp and Harrison 
(1976). 

Table In shows the results of calculations based on the analysis of the major ions in three 
samples. Additional useful information is also given in the table. The depth was measured 
from the ice surface. Time from the beach was calculated under the assumption that the 

TABLE Ill. RESULTS FROM THE ANA LYSIS OF MAJOR IONS IN T HREE SUB- SEA PERMAFROST SAMPLES 

W ITH RELATED I NFORMATION 

H ole I90 Hole 48I Hole 3 370 JVormal 
Sample 4 093 Sample I3 069.9 Sall1/,le 6040 sea-water 

Depth (m) 28·4 21.3 12.2 
T ime from beach (a) 136 344 24 10 
State o f sample in sitl! Bonded Bonded Un bonded 
Cl- (g jkg) 20.27 16.27 12·49 19· 374 

R atios to Cl-
Na+ 0.30 75 0.302 5 0.3002 0·5557 
K + 0. 0 16 7 0.0 122 0.0200 0.0206 
CaH 0 .0568 0.0416 0.04 1 4 0.02 1 2 
MgH 0.042 3 0.0210 0.024 5 0.0668 
SO;- 0.119 0.145 0.184 0. 140 
Measured conductivity ( £1-1 m- I) 4.8 3·9 5·4 5 ·3 
Estimated conductivity (£1-1 m- I) 4 .8 3·7 2·9 5·3 
Fraction of wate r in the liquid state 0·37 0.56 1.00 1.00 
F reezing point (0C) - 1.7 - 1.3 - 1·9 - 1.8 
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average coastal retreat was 1.4 m a-I (Alexander and others, 1975) . The state of the soil 
sample refers to the in situ condition of the sample. The measured conductivity is that of 
the supernatant water and the estimated conductivity was calculated from the ionic con cen 
trations and the partial equivalent conductances appropriate for sea-water (Park, 1964). 

Agreement between m easured and calculated values of electrical conductivity is excellent 
for samples 4 093 and 13 069.9, but poor for sample 6 040. The reason for this disagreem ent 
in the case of sample 6 040 is unknown. In some cases, it was possible to compare m easured 
conductivities, estimated conductivities, and conductivities derived from the chlorinity 
measurements. The difference between these conductivity values for each sample was less 
than 20 % except for sample 6 040. 

The electrical conductivity profile for hole 481 is shown in Figure 3. These are the 
measured conductivity values except for the point at the bonded- unbonded sub-sea p erma
frost boundary. The freezing-point d epression of the relatively coarse-grained soils 
encountered in this study can be approximated by the freezing-point d epression of the pore 
water due to the presence of dissolved ionic impurities . Extnpolation of the temperature data 
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Fig. 3 . M easured electrical conductivity profile of the pore water in soil samples from hole 48I. The values are normalized to 
25°C. The point at the bonded sub-sea permafrost boundary was calculated from the temperature data . Normal sea-water 
is about 5.3 (11 m)- I. 
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in hole 481 gave a value for the freezing-point depression of a bout -2.40°C at the boundary 
which corresponds to a salinity of 43 %0 and a conductivity of6 .3 (0 m)-I. This conductivity 
value appears to be consistent with the other electrical conductivities above it in this profile. 

The ice-bonded soil samples also contained salt and, therefore, some liquid phase in situ. 
Since the soils are reasonably coarse-gra ined, the in situ fraction of H 20 in the liquid phase is 
given approximately by the ratio of freezing temperature to in situ temp erature in dcg (e.g. 
Harrison , 1972). Using the in situ temperatures given below, the fractions are about 0.37 
for sample 4 093 and 0 .56 for sample 13 069.9. These samples, al though ice bonded, there
fore contained comparable amounts of solid and liquid phase in situ. This important conclusion 
depends on the assumption that no significant contamination occurred during sampling, 
which, as already noted, is not completely certain . 

M ore data have been given by Osterkamp and Harrison (1976). 

BORE-HOLE TEMPERATURES 

All bore-hole temperatures were measured with thermistor sensors. The measuring system 
had a sensitivity of about 0 .001 deg and an accuracy of about 0.01 deg. A cable containing 
thermistors at 5 m intervals was installed in hole 190; the other holes were logged periodically 
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with a single sensor. The last data wcrc obtained on 14 June 1975 and all the offshore holes 
were destroyed by break-up of the sea-ice cover. 

The a nalysis of the temperature data to remove the disturbance associated with the 
drilling of the hole is a major task, complicated by several factors : ( I) Drilling fluid periodically 
escaped into the soil, causing long-lived disturbance. (2) A chemical effec t exists in soil s 
containing ice which is due to the phase equilibrium between the ice and the briny drilling 
fluid . (3) R eal secular temp erature changes, which must be separated from those due to the 
drilling disturbance, occurred over the period of measurem ent. (4) Large sys tematic errors 
sometimes occurred and these appeared to be associated with adverse field condi tions : low 
temperatures and blowing snow in May, and rain and salt water in June. 

An attem p t was made to take all these effects into account in the analysis of the tem pera
ture data. A descrip tion o f the method has been given by O sterkamp and H a rrison (1976) 
and will not be repeated h ere. The resu lts of the analysis are estimates of the undi turbed 
temperatures (also called equi librium temperatures) in h oles 190, 481 a nd 3370, estimates 
of the error, a nd an estimate of the thermal diffusivity of the unbonded soil in hole 48 I . 

Hole 190 was logged five times between 7 May and 12 June 1975. The estimated eq uili
brium temperatures are shown in Figure 4 . This was the ho le containing the thermistor cable 
and the sys tematic errors associated with logging the other holes seem to be largely absent . 
At depths of 13.7 m and greater, the random errors of the es timated equilibrium temperatures 
a re about 0 .007 deg. The systematic (depth-independent) errors are about 0.0 10 deg or 
slightly less . The total error at depths of 3 .7 a nd 8.7 m is large, of the order of o. I deg. 

Hole 481 was logged fou r times between 20 May and 13 July 1975. The estimated 
equilibrium temperatures a re shown in Figure 5. T he curve is broken where significant 
uncerta inty in the equilibrium temperature exists. Above the unbonded- bonded boundary, 
this uncertainty is largely due to the escap e of drilling fluid ; below the boundary it is due to 
the chemical effect noted earlier. Where the curve in F igure 5 is unbroken , the sys tematic 
(dep th-independent) error in the equilibrium temperature is about 0.05 deg and the random 
error is about ten times smaller. From the secular changes during the period of logging, an 
es timate of 2 I ± 7 m2 a - I was made for the diffusivity of the unbonded sandy g ravel with silt. 

Hole 3370 was logged five times between 16 May and 14 June 1975. The estimated 
equilibrium temperatures are shown in Figure 6. The curve is broken w here significant 
uncertainty in the equilibrium temperature, due to the escape of drilling fluid except near the 
sea bed , exists. Where the c urve is unbroken, errors a re about the same as in h ole 48 1. 

The rapid variation of temperature a t shallow depths is a seasonal effect. The mean 
annual sea-bed temperature is a function of distance from shore and time since ocean trans
gression is shown in Figure 7. These temperatures were obtained by extrapolating the deep , 
approximately linearly varying temperatures in holes 190, 481 and 3370 to thc sca bed; 
time was obtained from a n estimated transgression rate of the order of 1.4 m a - I (Alexander 
and others, 1975)' 

These data illustrate the rapid increase in temperature with increasing dista nce from land. 
On land, the mean annual surface temperature is about - gOC (although a century ago it was 
roughly 2 d eg lower (Gold and Lachenbruch, I 973)) . At a distance of only I go m from shore, 
where the ice thickness is I. I m and the ice is frozen to the bottom for abou t 5 months of the 
year, the mean annual sea-bed temperature is -3.4°C. At a distance of 481 m , where the ice 
thickness is 1.8 m and the ice does not freeze to the bottom, the mean annual sea-bed tem
perature is about - I. 1°C. At 3 370 m, where there is about I m of water under the ice at its 
maximum thickness, the m ean annual sea-bed temperature is - 0.7°C. 

Osterkamp (1975) has suggested that the offshore areas, where the sea ice freezes to the 
sea bed , should be treated as a special case in the development of the sub-sea permafrost 
regime. From the discussion given here, and from Figures 4- 7, it is evident that major changes 
in the m ean annual sea-bed temperature, and in fact in the whole permafrost regime near the 
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Fig. 7. M ean annual sea-bed temperature versus distance alld time from the beach. These temperatures were obtained by extra
polating the deep, nearly linear temperatures, up to the sea bed. Time from the beach was obtained from all estimated 
transgression rate of 1. 4 III a- I (A lexander and others, I975). 

sea bed, occur within about 500 m of shore. These changes seem to be largely associated with 
the freezing of the sea ice to the sea bed. Therefore, the water depth is an important control
ling factor of the mean annual sea-bed temperature, which is the thermal boundary condition 
for the sub-sea permafrost. It was also noted on p. 630 that water depth h as a similarly large 
effect on the position of the bonded permafrost boundary. 

OTHER WORK 

Other data on the sub-sea permafrost regime at Prudhoe Bay exist, although some of tht. 
industrial data are not available in the open literature. Of particular interest are the refraction 
and reflection seismic studies described by Rogers and Sackinger (unpublished), which trace 
the unbonded-bonded boundary out from the present study area to a distance of about 14 km 
from shore, where it lies at a depth of 90-100 m (see also Reimnitz and Barnes, 1974) . 

The question of the thickness of the ice-bonded sub-sea permafrost at Prudhoe Bay has not 
been investigated in detail. But considering that the thickness on land is 600-700 m, that 
ocean transgression is roughly I m a - I and that melting at the bottom of the ice-rich Prudhoe 
Bay soils can only be of order 0.0 1-0.02 m a - I (Gold and Lachenbruch, 1973), it follows that 
several hundred meters of relict ice-bonded permafrost should still exist in the present study 
area. 

Some theoretical interpretation of the data, which focuses on the development of the 
unbond ed layer and on transport processes in it, has been done (Harrison and Osterkamp, 
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1976[a] , Cb] ) . A coupled heat-conduction and salt-diffusion model , which includes a moving 
phase boundary, was solved in closed form. It predicts strongly d epth-dependent pore-water 
salinities which are not observed, and a thickness of the unbonded layer roughly an order of 
magnitude less than observed . Our conclusion is that salt is transported through the un
bonded layer by moving pore water. 
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